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FULL WITH EMPTINESS
By Joel Neville Anderson

"I found myself with a heart I was not supposed to have." In voiceover, Nozomi (Bae
Doona) communicates her emotional interiority while living a double life as a part-time
Tokyo video rental store clerk by day-where she develops friendships and finds lovebefore returning to the apartment of a man who "purchased" her as an inanimate sex toy.
Air Doll ("Kuki Ningyo") is something of a transitional work in Kore-eda Hirokazu's career
marking an important turning point between his early existential films with a tendency
to cross into fantasy and the later family dramas for which he is especially renowned.
The film arrived towards the end of Japan's second so-called "lost decade" following the
collapse of the bubble economy and before the trauma and political reckoning brought
on by the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disasters of March 11, 2011. Bae as heroine
commands an intensity that unsettles the authorship of the film, a significant instance
of transnational collaboration amidst Japan's narrowing creative model based on talent
agencies and production committees in a growing market for domestic titles. Air Dolls
tone careens along with the joyful flutes, plaintive piano keys, and wistful accordion
bellows of Maeda Katsuhiko's score (AKA World's End Girlfriend), as much a Kafkaesque
premise of inexplicable transformation and modern alienation as it is a reworking of the
Galatea myth and Pinocchio children's tale. Unlike the terror of Gregor Samsa as insect
in The Metamorphosis ("Die Verwandlung," Franz Kafka, 1915), Nozomi's journey is an
uneasy one assessing patterns of human life amidst the ennui of fellow residents of
her neighborhood along the Sumida River. With make-up powdered seams, this fable
for the neoliberal age offers a remarkable and discordant commentary on labor, gender,
and race.
Kore-eda's acclaim in the interhational arthouse festival circuit from his outstanding
debut feature film Maborosi ("Maboroshi no Hikari," 1995) followed a similarly successful
career in television documentary with TV Man Union, Inc. since the late eighties. Air
Doll can be seen as arriving in the moment the filmmaker shifted toward the genre of

the domestic family drama characteristic of Japan's lauded directors of the classic
postwar period. The making of Air Doi/was temporarily halted due to the death of Koreeda's mother, during which time he directed the acclaimed family drama Still Walking
("Aruitemo aruitemo," 2008) instead of this offbeat fantasy melodrama. Air Doffs 2009
release precedes / Wish ("Kiseki," literally "miracle") in 2011, with Like Father, Like Son
("Soshite Chichi ni Naru") premiering in 2013. During this time, his core themes of loss,
abandonment, and mourning developed from independent dramas toward becoming
embedded in family ensembles. Air Doll might seem a marked departure, yet in many
ways bridges periods of Kore-eda's ftlmmaking, extending an interest in the improvised
or chosen families of Distance (2001) or Nobody Knows ("Dare mo Shiranai," 2004),
as well as willingness to challenge genre conventions in Hana: Tale of the Reluctant
Samurai ("Hana yori mo Naho," 2006) and embrace metacinematic artifice and fantasy
in After Life ("Wandafuru Raifu," 1998).
In Cinema Circus, where Nozomi has come to work, to know the world is to know it from
its representation in film or, as the store's lecherous manager (lwamatsu Ryo) remarks,
the cheap substitutes of home video discs. Bae's Nozomi meets fellow worker Junichi
(lura Arata), who quizzes her on film history simultaneous to rapid language acquisition.
Nearly deserted by humans, and a site of some of the story's more harrowing moments,
the store is lovingly cluttered with movie paraphernalia, titles seemingly organized
according to fan categories. Soon, the couple goes on dates to the seaside and an old
movie theater alongside gray-haired cineastes. Air Doll is imbued with rich, enveloping
color and tactility by Taiwanese cinematographer Mark Lee Ping-Bing and production
designer Taneda Yohei. It's worth noting here that Air Doll is decidedly a film film, and
displays all the uncertainty present during this transitional moment in film history when
digital cinema was becoming standardized. The overt use of CGI temporarily marking
Nozomi's physicality with exaggerated translucent difference highlights ftlmic artifice, as
if-like the distinction of home video-embracing cinematic obsolescence as a means
of realizing the revolutionary potential of copies and hybrids that Donna Haraway might
align with the cyborg, "resolutely committed to partiality, irony, intimacy, and perversity.
It is oppositional, utopian, and completely without innocence." 1
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·The film starts off with middle-aged Hideo (comedian/actor ltao ltsuji) commuting home
one evening, eating dinner with and masturbating into a sex doll, "Nozomi," named after
his ex-girlfriend, meaning "wish" or "hope," in keeping with the film's heart on its sleeve
symbolism. The following morning, the sound of a gentle breath accompanies rooftop
establishing shots of Minato-cho across the water from Tsukuda and Tsukishima,
and as we enter Hideo's apartment he tucks "Nozomi" into bed and leaves for work.
Inexplicably, the plastic doll begins shifting in small puppet-like movements. As if the
breath from the natural world heard outside had animated her, she stands and goes to
the window, and reaching for water dripping from the building's roof after a night's rain,
her nude body momentarily exits the frame. Re-enteringthe frame, the doll puppet has
now been unmistakably replaced by Bae as Nozomi, no special effects required. She
awkwardly exclaims the words the man who had assigned himself as her "boyfriend" left
her with that morning, syllable by syllable: "ki-re-i na" ("beautiful").
Drawn to the outside world, she dresses in her default maid outfit, encountering not only
the Cinema Circus where she will take on PT employment, but the film's own sideshow
performers, sketching the identities of the neighborhood's lonely residents, made up of
easily recognizable archetypes: divorced father Shinji (Maruyama Tomomi) with young
daughter Moe (Naraki Miu), concierge desk worker approaching middle age Yoshiko
(Yo Kimiko), young shut-in Miki (Hoshino Mari), soft-spoken cop Todoroki (Terajima
Susumu), outgoing yet ignored elderly Chiyoko {Fuji Sumiko), shy student Toru (Emoto
Tasuku), philosophical elderly former substitute teacher Keiichi (Takahashi Masaya),
and even Hideo, who is found to be a waiter in a chain diner. Throughout the film, fluid
pans across Nozomi's proximity open up numerous cutaway scenes in which private
details of side characters' intersecting lives are revealed: the shut-in, or hikikomori,
gorges herself on all manner of store-bought food while boxes of apples from what
is revealed to be her native Aomori rot in hoarded trash, the concierge applies absurd
amounts of anti-aging cosmetics, the student is seen masturbating to live digital
recordings of a French maid anime statuette in his bedroom, the policeman rents videos
about crooked American cops, the elderly woman studies recent crime reports so as
to make conversation and confess them at the policeman's patrol box, and even Hideo
who rents discs at Cinema Circus but doesn't recognize Nozomi when she occupies an
alternate service role. The characters are shown to be in close relation, with Nozomi
as narrative fulcrum-so stock as to make her appear more human-yet distant, each

lonely and anxious about their tenuous positions in life, circumscribed familial roles or
precarious employment routinely swapped out for others. In these archetypes, Kore-eda
critically highlights precarious life in Japan, but on what terms?
Nearly all the labor depicted in the film represents some form of service job. The film
invokes not only the economic regimes of neoliberalism and trends toward privatization
but, as Wendy Brown describes, its cultural dimensions, in which, "To speak of the
relentless and ubiquitous economization of all features of life by neoliberalism is thus not
to claim that neoliberalism literally marketizes all spheres, even as such marketization
is certainly one important effect of neoliberalism. Rather, the point is that neoliberal
rationality disseminates the model of the market to all domains and activities-even
where money is not at issue-and configures human beings exhaustively as market
actors, always, only, and everywhere as homo oeconomicus." 2 While the presentation of
Nozomi's character is one highly informed by Japan's consumer culture-with Bae first
dressed in the film and much of its promotional advertising wearing a French maid outfit
characteristic of otaku (entertainment subculture media-obsessed "nerds") fantasies
and cosplay (kosupure) enthusiasts-the humanity of all beings in the film comes under
question in a narrative of rampant disposability and replaceability.
The narrative substitution of a sex doll with a human performer onscreen forces the
issue of capitalist structuring of intimate relations. Anne Allison identifies the crisis of
precarity in Japan as a "pain in life symptomatic not only of economic decline but of
a capitalism that had attached so much to, and was now festering around, a complex
of belonging to work, family, and state, what is called mai-homushugi ('my-home-ism'
or a family-oriented way of life)."3 Kore-eda's script was adapted from Gouda Yoshiie's
2000 manga Gouda's Philosophical Discourse: The Pneumatic Figure of a Girl (originally
serialized in Big Comic Original as "Gouda Temple of Philosophy: Air Doll" from 19981999). While the comic centered on multiple vignettes with different protagonists
highlighting men's insecurities, Kore-eda turned the narrative to focus on one of the
protagonists, "Jun," the air doll who holds the main woman's perspective in the stories.
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Diane Wei-Lewis observes that, "It seems Gouda is not interested in exploring femininity
as carefully as masculinity. Jun's function as 'an air doll for dealing with desire' is relevant
for Gouda's examination of male emotional regulation but superfluous to Jun's own
story and irrelevant to her desiring subjectivity. Her purpose as a sex toy for modulating
and releasing desire is antonymic to her own suffusion with emotion." 4 Kore-eda shifts
toward the air doll's inner life and desires, as Nozomi. However, as Wei-Lewis argues, "By
focusing concern on the traditional family," by way of the film's cast of stock characters,
and the significance of the young girl Moe's plight in a divorced family unit, "Kore-eda's
film reflects a far more conventional discourse on precarity. The film mourns the loss
of family stability without exploring why subjects have no choice but to conform to
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social norms if they are to flourish. Unlike Gouda, Kore-eda does not question the strict
gendered division of labour within the heterosexual family. Although both the film and
manga are dark, the film thus evinces a melancholic attachment to heteronormativity
that the manga does not."5 This attachment could associate failures of reproduction
in Japan's economy and culture with seeking sex for pleasure embodied in nonhuman
sexual surrogate objects such as inflatable dolls with simulated organs, and symbolic of
economic stagnation since the bubble economy of the eighties deflated-and perhaps
the film leaves that open. Outside the country, viral reports are folded into the harmful
popular construction of "weird Japan" to produce an image of a generation without sex
aided by Orientalist fantasies of the nation as technological avant-garde of commercial
culture solidified during its economic boom. While such regressive characterizations
are likely far from the film's intentions, it is worth noting these links with such a fable's
ambiguous diagnosis of social reality.
A reading of Air Doll as a conservative approach to the crisis of precarity under
neoliberalism may interpret the lonely side characters as failing to achieve success due
to frayed intimate lives and misdirected passions demanding nonproductive, nonhuman
sexual surrogates, and locate Nozomi's significant restaurant dinner and closing trash
heap scenes with the young child of divorce as allowing Pinocchio's dream to be realized
in a vision of the good life, acquiescing to the normative constraints of capitalism.
However the film's ambivalence and privileging of Nozomi's emotional journey opens
additional interpretations. Even the young Geppetto analogue (Odagiri Joe) offers few
answers other than expressing that all are beings are subject to a certain planned
obsolescence, plastic and organic material just receive different garbage sorting.
In Nozomi's interactions with the neighborhood folk, she repeatedly mistakes mentions
of their emotional emptiness or sight of the seams in a woman's pantyhose as evidence
of their own literal composition of pumped air held in by thin sheets of plastic fused
together in the shape of a person. And in turn they mistake her self-identification as
being physically "empty" as a point of common malaise within what Allison calls the
social precarity of contemporary life in Japan, including Nozomi comforting the elderly
Keiichi as a friend, who relates the familiar "cold hands, warm heart" adage. Noting
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this, Je Cheol Park writes that, "The relationship between Hideo and his (foreign) sex
dolls in the film indicates how neoliberalism even regulates relationships beyond
the boundaries of the nation and the human. The kinds of enjoyment that Nozomi
unexpectedly produces against the grain, from her cold hand to the deflation/re-inflation
game [with Junichi], clearly rupture the logic of substitution." 6 This shared understanding
or misunderstanding of emptiness serves Kore-eda's discourse on modern alienation,
however makes space for further jumps and gaps in recognition and misrecognition. In
Cinema Circus, Junichi readily and unquestioningly serves the role of guide beyond film
trivia. Nozomi inflates herself using a mechanical air pump, first appearing onscreen as
she is embracing the pleasures of developing a consumer identity following a montage
sequence of her purchasing human clothing and enjoying the city. This means of
seeming self-sufficiency enabled by a release of the self into capitalism is relinquished
when, accidentally punctured and deflated in a fall at Cinema Circus, Junichi-strangely
unfazed by her melting composure-comes to her rescue, asking for the location of
her plug, mending her wound with conventional clear tape, and reinflating her from the
convenient sealable orifice in her belly button. An erotic simulation of cunnilingus, each
participant in the experience rises panting in post-coital exhaustion. This encounter
precipitates Nozomi disposing of her personal air pump in the neighborhood trash heap,
staking her life not on capitalist self-sufficiency, but human interdependence.
Nozomi breaks the torturous cycle of playing inert doll to Hideo while deepening a
genuine relationship with Junicht and when Hideo purchases a new inflatable model,
she confronts him. He confusedly asks that she return to being the old doll, and in
response she escapes the apartment. What she had sought to realize was her self as
something other than a substitute for someone else. With Junichi, however, there is a
shared sense of feeling like an outsider, as Junichi says, "I'm different too." Nozomi and
Junichi's relationship as formed in Cinema Circus and on soft-date outings around Tokyo
develops this interdependence as necessarily characterized by incommensurability and
cinematic obsolescence. In the video store, glass separates the two of them cleaning
the entrance, and they are visualized cramped amongst the signs of past cinema icons.
The space dividing one living being from another is seen as just nearly permeable,
physically traversable as light is made to shine through Nozomi's plastic flesh as clearly
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signaled CGI interventions in the filmic image. As the nascent couple walk together in
the evening, her pale shadow embarrassingly betrays her trahslucence, and when she
raises her hand up to the distant city lights, the metropolis's twinkling brilliance shines
through. However Nozomi is disappointed to find a picture of Junichi's ex-girlfriend
wearing the same motorbike helmet he lent to her on their rides through the city.
In seeking a means of actualizing her self now knowing the bounds of her physicality,
she is eager to find something only she can do for the one she loves. Junichi, it turns
out, has a similar-while more morbid-fascination with the edges of mortality, possibly
connected to the loss of his girlfriend. Again this reintroduces feeling as a substitute for
the subject of another's desire, a mediator in a fascination with death, or the little death
of deflation/inflation. When Junichi proposes the continuation of the sexual ritual they
had discovered in the Cinema Circus, and Nozomi attempts to reciprocate, their shared
recognition, or misrecognition, becomes all the more tragic.
Bae's career is highlighted by roles that cross borders even before rising to the level

of an internationally recognized star, traversing South Korea and Japan, and later the
US. Her debut feature film role was as the ghost Eun-Suh in the Korean adaptation
of Nakata Hideo's Ringu (1998), The Ring Virus (Kim Dong-bin, 1999). In this film she
took on the legendary part of Sadako from the original (which was in fact released in
Korea six months after the remake), and complicated ideas of gender. Her most notable
breakout roles as iconoclastic and independent young women came in Bong Joon-ho's
Barking Dogs Never Bite ("Flandersui gae," literally "Dog of Flanders," 2000) and The
Host ("Gwoemul," literally "Monster," 2006) and Jeong Jae-eun's Take Care of My Cat
("Go-yang-i-leul boo-tak-hae," 2001). In her first Japanese film, Nobuhiro Yamashita's
Linda Linda Linda of 2005, she played South Korean exchange student Son. As the lead
vocalist of the titular high school band formed with three Japanese girls, she stood out
in this popular independent title. In South Korea, she played a zainichi (an ethnic Korean
living in Japan) woman who travels to South Korea in the TV series Someday (OCN,
2006). Air Doll came at the end of a decade characterized by the Hallyu influx of South
Korean popular culture throughout East Asia. For Air Doll Bae won best actress awards
at the Tokyo Sports Movie Awards and Takasaki Film Festival, and was nominated
for a Japan Academy Prize for Outstanding Performance by an Actress in a Leading
Role, honors unfortunately uncommon for foreign performers. Soon following, she
was featured in the ensemble cast of the Wachowskis' and Tom Tykwer's German-US
coproduction Cloud Atlas (2012). Adapted from the time-traveling David Mitchell novel
previously thought unfilmable, in this epic she stars as the enslaved human clone worker
Sonmi~451 in Neo Seoul, among other onscreen clones and smaller roles of different
ethnic background and crossing racial categorizations. Bae and the other star cast
members members portrayed a wealth of different characters using elaborate makeup
effects in translating the complex narrative of common souls' persistence across
numerous time periods into a cinematic register.
An international star, Bae has made a career out of blending cultural and ethnic
expectations through the surprising roles she takes on from arthouse cinema to big
budget productions. The character of Nozomi, however, received particular attention
not only for being a non-Japanese cast member, but for extended nudity. In today's
contemporary mainstream Japanese film culture, nudity causes quite a stir, and faces
barriers in the restrictions of dominant talent agencies. For his part, Kore-eda has said
that he "didn't even think about casting a Japanese actress." Stating, "Frankly, I don't
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and following such a significant change m his hfe as the dea~h of a loved one, the film
had transformed completely, however the eleme~t that ~ad evidently remained constant
was the casting of Bae as the "air doll" of the proJect's title.
Regarding Bae's performance, Kore-eda himself praised the actress for her athletic
"extra sensitivity," saying, "She can visualize how she looks or how she's standing,
like a picture floating in her mind. She never checked the monitor and or asked how
she looked naked, but it was like she could stand back and objectively view her own
body in relation to the camera during a shooting." 8 While such praise for superhuman
abilities is not uncommon among colleagues, Kore-eda's words capture the virtuosity
the actress's presence is made to embody in the film, elaborated upon by its skilled
technical team. Bae herself, however, was surprised by the number of production staff
on set during the shooting of her numerous nude scenes, as she later stated at a press
conference in Seoul prior to the film's Korean release. Comparing her experience with
the mostly Japanese crew to the production labor practices she had become familiar
with in her burgeoning home industry, she said that, "When an actress is shooting a nude
or bed scene in Korea, there are very few staff members on set-like only the director,
cinematographer and boom mike operator." and continued, "But my first scene [in Air
Doi~ was a nude scene and I was very surprised because there were so many staff
members and I felt this is really different." 9 Bae and Kore-eda are set to collaborate once
again in an upcoming 2022 project in South Korea also starring Song Kang-ho, in a series
of international productions following the director's France-set The Truth ("La verite,"
2019) starring Catherine Deneuve, Juliette Binoche, Ethan Hawke.
While Bae's performance as a being physically but not emotionally structured by
capitalism is moving, and her rudimentary command of Japanese language at the time
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served a narrative purpose within the fantastical film, the casting choice can prompt
allegorical interpretations by critics and viewers, including those addressing legacies of
Japanese colonialism and sexual violence. Bae's presence in the film is never described
as that of someone of Korean heritage living in Japan or a visiting foreigner, however
as Sonia Ryang writes, "Many researchers on Koreans in Japan, especially those with a
political conscience and passion for justice, argue that Koreans in Japan are treated like
subhumans, like second-class citizens, and are discriminated against inside Japanese
society." 10 Ryang argues they are actually outside Japanese society, that Koreans in
the country "are not subhuman but merely and nakedly human, lacking the protections
that full national incorporation provides."11 Kore-eda privileges consideration of Bae as
star, and even emphasizes her humanity over the rest of the characters in the film. It
could be said that this framing invokes a notion of diasporic consciousness, what Ryang
characterizes as "an ongoing search for self and as such, the journey of self-creation
knows no end," however without explicit political positioning in the narrative in reference
to very real discrimination, and dispelling harmful notions of Japan as a monolithic
culture, such extensions are a matter of interpretation. 12
However discordant it may be as a fantasy film probing existential questions and
critiquing social conditions, or contained in its narrative closure presaging the director's
turn toward family drama, this surprising narrative of a sex doll seeking her own
pleasure and fulfillment-through shared creative authorship with the star and other key
collaborators-results in a unique and valuable work of the period that benefits from
thoughtful consideration alongside the researchers and critics I have engaged with in
this essay. As Kore-eda notes, "The death of the air doll has a special meaning. The
last breath that comes out of her body is a symbol of hope and rebirth."13 In closing,
it's worth asking again what that is. Following Geppetto's advice, she leaves Junichi's
body in a trash bag for burnable waste, and deposits herself in the neighborhood trash
heap along with non-burnable garbage. The significance of Nozomi's "wish" passed on
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to Moe in the form of a cheap toy ring is troubling, and yet followed by another stirrin
moment. The emptiness of Nozomi's inflated plastic physicality is repeatedly related~
and comically and tragically mistaken for-the hollow sense of malaise felt and critical!
analyzed in the neoliberal era. The film's visual motif of empty store bought vessel~
clearly resonates with this shared feeling-including those reminiscent of childhood
such as the Ramune bottle (soda with a jingling marble stopper) Nozomi finds at the
seaside-recurs throughout the film, and these surround her sidewalk resting place. In
the film's conclusion and final image, the young hikikomori looks out her window, finally
letting in the world, and sees an apparently deceased but still inflated Nozomi from
above. Circling back to the air doll's first breaths and transformation, she exclaims from
her window, as before, "Kirei na." •
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